From: Cicelski, Paul A. [paul.cicelski@pillsburylaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2010 11:47 AM
To: Mohammad Habib
Subject: FW: Mexican Concurrence?
Attachments: K20ID FC 346 as filed.pdf; K17DA FC 346 as filed.pdf; K24DK 346 as
filed.pdf
Mohammed -- as we discussed. Email from James McLuckie below. He copied Hossein.
Thanks
Paul Cicelski | Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP
Tel: 202.663.8413 | Fax: 202.663.8007
2300 N Street, NW | Washington, DC 20037-1122
Email: paul.cicelski@pillsburylaw.com
Bio: www.pillsburylaw.com/paul.cicelski
www.pillsburylaw.com

From: James McLuckie [mailto:James.McLuckie@fcc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 05, 2010 1:29 PM
To: Cicelski, Paul A.
Cc: James Ballis; Stacey Ashton; Hossein Hashemzadeh
Subject: RE: Mexican Concurrence?

Mr. Cicelski:
Under the DTV MOU in place with Mexico, coordination isn t based on whether or not we believe
it would impact Mexico. If the proposal falls inside 275km of the border we have to send it to
Mexico for evaluation. IB would have no objection, however, to authorization of STA s for the
above facilities while coordination is pending with Mexico.
Sincerely,
James

-----------------------------------------------------------

In compliance with IRS and other applicable tax practice standards, any advice in this
message (including attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and it cannot be
used, for the purpose of avoiding tax penalties or for the purpose of promoting, marketing
or recommending to another party any tax-related matters.

Additionally, the contents of this message, together with any attachments, are intended
only for the use of the individual or entity to which they are addressed and may contain
information that is legally privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If you are
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or
copying of this message, or any attachment, is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this message in error, please notify the original sender or the Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw
Pittman Help Desk at Tel: 800-477-0770 x4860 immediately by telephone or by return Email and delete this message, along with any attachments, from your computer. Thank
you.
===========================================================

